We give here a few simple results on cluster sets of nets in topological spaces with some applications to real variables and elementary topological algebra.
x is in lim sup p iff every neighborhood of x is repeatedly intersected by p and iff x is an adherent point of ï(ju)-If M finally lies in each neighborhood of x, p converges to x. Some facts: (i) if v is a subnet of p then 5(p.)C$(v) and lim sup vClim sup p; (ii) if p is finally compact, meaning that Sip) has a compact element, then lim sup p^0 ; (iii) if /on X is continuous then/(lim sup ¿u)Clim sup/(/i) for every net p in X; (iv) x£lim sup p iff some universal point subnet of p converges to x; (v) defining pXv for any nets p and v to be ipXv) ■ id, e) =pid)Xvie), we have lim sup^X»*) = (lim sup ju)X(lim sup v).
Presented to the Society November 18, 1955 under the title On Moore-Smith limits and filtered functions; received by the editors July 22, 1968. Approximate subnets. When p and v are nets in a uniform space we define v to be an approximate subnet of p if given any F in 3(p) and any member a of the uniformity, [Na(F)]~ is in ¡f (v) . (This would be the case if, for example, (*) given any final segment / of the domain of p and any a there is some final segment / of the domain of v such that for every e in J there is some d in I such that v(e) ENa(p(d) This yields, for example, the Duhamel theorem in [5] with weaker hypotheses; it also is the base for the equivalence of the Riemann and Darboux definitions of integrals for bounded functions on linear intervals (even to locally convex spaces). To see the latter we let D be the set of all finite partitions of the interval and let D ordered by refinement be D» and ordered by the partition norm be D". where d\Je is the coarsest partition finer than both d and e-since this simply asserts that (*) above is true. Thus lim sup p = lim sup v, which says more than is usually said about these integrals.
Total nets. We shall call a net total if each of its subnets has a cluster point. Clearly a net is total if it is finally compact or is convergent, and any subnet of a total net is total.
When p is any function on a directed set to the space of subnets of a set X, the support of p is \d: p(d)y£0}
; if the support of p is a final segment of the domain of p, p is finally a net; if the support is cofinal, p is cofinally a net. If the kernel of p refers to p restricted to its support, the kernel is a net when p is cofinally a net, in which case we define lim sup p to be lim sup of the kernel of p, and p to be total if the kernel of p is total.
Theorem A. If p is a total net in X and f is continuous on X to Z, then f(p) is total in Z; if Z is Hausdorff, /(lim sup p) = lim sup f(p).
Let v be any subnet of f(p). On the product of the domains of p and v define a' by a'(d, e) =p(d)r\f"(v(e)).
Since v is a subnet oif(p), [August er' is cofinally a net; and if a is the kernel of er' then a is a subnet of p and fio-) a subnet of v. Since ju is total, a clusters at some point x' and hence/(cr) clusters at/(x'), so that/(x') Glim sup/(cr) Clim sup v. Thus fip) is total. If y£lim sup fip) we can choose a subnet v of fip) that converges to y, and then construct a as above ; since f(<x) is a subnet of v,f(a) converges to y. But/(cr) clusters at/(x'), so that if Z is Hausdorff we must have y =/(x') and so y£/(lim sup ju.) since x'Glim sup (rClim sup /¿-Thus/(lim sup ¿u)Dlim sup fip). The reverse inclusion comes from the continuity of /.
We can state a more general version of Theorem A. Note that here fip) is not necessarily a net but is finally a net. Turning to product spaces, if p is a net in X and v a net in Y, we have recalled that (lim sup /u)X(lim sup v) =lim sup ipXv). If pXv is total in AX F and pi, p2 are the projections onto X and Y then each piipXv) is total by Theorem A. Since p is a subnet of piipXv) and v of p2ipXv), both ju and v are total. Conversely, since clearly a net is total iff each of its universal point subnets converges, the standard simple proof of the Tychonoff theorem, involving universal nets, shows that pXv is total if p and v are. From these remarks and Theorem B we have this consequence. Both functions may fail to be cofinally nets; but if p+v is cofinally a net then so is p@v, the kernel of p+v is a subnet of the kernel of p@v, and Clearly the first part of (ii) is the heart of theorems connecting addition with sup lim and inf lim of nets in real variables: partial sums, difference quotients, approximation sums for integrals, etc. Results similar to the above can be obtained by replacing addition by multiplication or by any other continuous binary operation defined on an open subset of RXR.
The above results can be applied in a variety of situations; for example, if X and Y are locally convex Hausdorff spaces and p and v are total in X and F then (lim sup ju)<g>(lim sup?) =lim sup(/i®»'), <g> denoting tensor product. If X is a real linear topological space with sufficiently many continuous linear functionals and p is a net Peck [3] , [6] .
